
‘If feminism meant ignoring boys falling behind at school and 
telling girls to fear members of their own families as well as half 
their classmates, then it wasn’t something I wanted anything to 
do with.’

Joanna Williams, critic of victim / grievance / radical / gender 
feminism

‘What are little girls made of?
- Sugar and spice, and all things nice.

What are little boys made of?
- Slugs and snails, and puppy-dogs’ tails’.

Old English nursery rhyme

‘’If you want to know who rules over you, look at who you are not allowed to criticize’

Stefan Molyneux, walking truth bomb.



Second-Sexism

But some people put politics before people.

All they need to create a new religion is to sell some ‘Big Lies’, such as:

• We are born as ‘blank slates’, upon which we can choose what to write. 
• Men are monsters, because of a ‘male-dominated’ culture.
• Masculinity is a pathological state.
• ‘Patriarchy’ is a bad thing.
• Truth is ‘male’ and must therefore be ignored.
• Women will be ‘safe’ if boys are raised more like girls.
• Anyone who questions any of this is ’sexist’. 

The weight of evidence from science, history, evolution and anthropology vastly contradicts these presuppositions.  
Yet these articles of faith are held with religious zeal, and, like the worst of religions, this zeal persecutes the truth.  

Most people put people before politics.

From time to time they come to dominate democratic politics.

Boys are now raised to feel ashamed of who they are, the second sex.  Girls are now raised to feel afraid of boys.  Men 
are withdrawing from society.  Women are no happier.  Mental distress is endemic in both sexes. 

We have yet admit we were wrong, and to count the cost of all this.  

‘Heredity cannot be allowed to have acted any part in history’.
Alfred Kroeber, social scientist



Not a zero-sum game.  
Why can’t we just have one sexism that is inclusive to males and females?

Are women really so much more important than men?
Idiots and people-haters would have us see it 
this way:

If we are taking our adult responsibilities 
seriously we should perhaps see it this way:

My grievances

Your grievances
vs

My grievancesYour grievances plus

Makes:

Our…

So that:

Identity politics poisons our identities and intrudes between us, 
making us hate and fear each other.  Men are demonized, 
ostracized, and suicided.  Women, freer than ever, often freer than 
men, are somehow unhappier than ever. 

All so that people like Max and Belinda and Co. can get some kind of 
kick?  (Please please please prove me wrong on thatJ)

Check out how to spot those who are possessed by ideology and 
hate (Youtube).  

Sadly, I have not yet seen such a list. 



The New Orthodoxy: Warped Stereotypes, Guilt by Birth

‘Documentaries like Miss Representation are shown to school children to teach girls about how they are negatively 
portrayed in the media and how to deal with negative stereotypes.  Boys are offered no such education.  If they are, it 
is to tell them what a bunch of sexists they are and how they can change to accommodate girls and women.’  (Smith, 
2013, p.101): 

New male stereotypes are increasingly very damaging (oh, and demeaning).  Men are mostly portrayed in the media 
as: monsters, idiots or superheroes (Zimbardo, 2011).  

There is often no long-term presence of a healthy, affirming model for modern masculinity for fatherless boys and 
girls.

A survey of 2000 media portrayals found that 69% were unfavourable (esp as villains, aggressors, perverts, joke-
blokes and philanderers).  Only 12% were favourable.  (Smith, 2013, p.106) 

Women might once have been told they were less capable than men, but they were never told that they are inherently 
evil, pointless or hopeless.  Now, girls are get told to be themselves, boys are just told ‘don’t!’ 

“Guilt is a mineable resource”
Stefan Molyneux

To see how deep this poison has sunk in society, see senior journalist Cathy Newman of Channel 4 aggressively 
questioning the point of free speech.  Whilst clearly in a state of deep incongruence / cognitive dissonance.  (Youtube).



‘Dumbbells’    and    ‘Nobels’
- Increased male variability

Same spread for F and M

But the male distribution 
is slightly more spread, 
producing more: 

Males

Females

In most cases there is no significant difference 
between the average Female and the average Male

e.g. general intelligence:

Truth Bomb:  There are Sex Differences in Aptitudes and Interests.  But so what?

Average
(mean)

In a few cases there is significant difference 
between the average Female and the average Male

The average female shows more:
- Verbal skills
- Preference for people-based 

activities
- Empathy
- Dexterity

The average male shows more:
- Spatial reasoning
- Preference for object-based 

activities
- Competitiveness
- Aggression

Sexual Selection
There is greater genetic variance among males because ‘males compete, females select’ - using the male dominance hierarchy to indicate 
suitable mates.  Hence the masquerade: males need to portray power, while females portray neediness – for resources.  Women therefore 
prefer to ‘marry up’, men prefer to feel needed.  So why criticise male ‘power’ if you keep wanting to breed with it?

Combined
(Based on Pinker, 2005)



The Modern Male: A Strange Kind of ‘Oppressor’

By accident of birth a male can look forward to:

- more developmental disorders

- discrimination in grades

- under-education

- ever fewer job opportunities

- failure to launch

- longer work hours

- being ‘needed’ not ‘desired’

- income-driven job choices

- don’t get to marry ‘up’

- will be dominated in 85% of 

confrontations with women

- half the chance of parenthood

- endless sexual rejection

- lack of parental choice

- paternity fraud – 11%?

- huge stress when confronted by 

females

- military service

- workplace injuries and death

- false accusations of ‘sexual 

harassment’, rape, sexism

- being victim in most confrontations

- no socially acceptable way to defend 

against female assault.

- more likely to be arrested than to find 

support if abused

- greater obligation and emotional 

dependence in relationships

- must pretend to have power

- 10x more likely pay at restaurants

- societal chivalry bias

- being dumped – more pain for longer

- not able to be ‘house spouse’

- losing most arguments in relationships

- sentencing disparity

- starting a conversation with a female is 

sexual assault, by law

- unfair custody laws

- few domestic violence shelters

- lack of male-only spaces, clubs ect

- living alone

- suicide (4x more likely in men)

- no ’full-brain’ or multiple orgasms

- shorter retirement

- shorter life



Schools: Persecution of masculinity.  Didn’t anyone tell you you’re a monster?

’Zero-tolerance’ of masculinity in US Schools (Hoff Sommers, 2015)
9-year old taken to see principal (in tears) and threatened with suspension for bringing a toy to school – a 5cm Lego rifle. 

10-year old sentenced to a week of solitary lunches for chewing his pizza into a gun shape. 

6-year old suspended for sexual assault.  Why? He accidentally touched a girl’s groin area during game of tag. 

If the sex of the pupil is not known, boys’ grades improve significantly. (Camille Terrier: ‘Boys lag Behind)

In a survey of 1,200 teachers (US), only one could name a significant author for boys. (Hoff Sommers, 2015, p.155).

Anti-male sexism in child care has been observed even at 15 months of age (Molyneux, 2015)

Only 16% of school teachers are male (US) (Zimbardo, 2011)



No let-up at college – you’re still guilty of being male

‘The moment a young man arrives on the college campus, he is treated as a member of a suspect class.  
One popular freshman orientation program is called ‘She Fears You’.  Next there are ‘Take Back the Night’ 
marches, performances of the Vagina Monologues…. All driving home the point that women are from 
Venus and men are from Hell’.  (Christina Hoff Sommers, in Smith, 2013, pp.84-85).  

Men are expected to behave like women, or be indicted for ‘generally being disruptive’. (Williams, 2017)

Even rugby is being persecuted, being banned and players publically shamed (LSE) or subject to political 
re-education (Oxford). (Williams, 2017).   

The oppressor/victim lie has helped kill free speech and personal autonomy at universities. 

Female students are infantilised by internalizing helplessness, victimhood, and the removal of personal 
responsibility.  Suddenly women need ‘protection’ through the dis-inviting of speakers, safe areas, trigger 
warnings, and the ‘rape culture’ demonization of male students.  (Williams, 2017)

‘If he has sex when he is drunk, he is responsible, but if a woman does, she isn’t?’ (Smith, 2013)



“Don’t talk to me, it makes me feel unsafe”.  Do Today’s Young Women not understand Men?  

‘Since you cannot tell who has the potential for rape simply by looking, be on your guard with every
man’. Advice to women students at leading university. (Williams, 2017, p.139)

Why is it acceptable to publically report a man as ‘sexist’ if he (Williams, 2017):
• interrupts during a conversation,
• sits with legs apart,
• stands ‘too close’ to you,
• asks ‘unwanted’ questions,
• pays ‘unwanted’ compliments,
• offers you his seat on a bus?

2 out of 3 male clients of mine have mentioned real cases of false accusation of sexual harassment – one was 
shown by CCTV to be false, the other was in front of numerous independent witnesses, including the ’offender’s 
girlfriend, all of whom denied the offence had occurred.  Yet the man is now officially a sex offender.  

Best evidence so far indicates that over 10% of accusations are false (this is only the % that is admitted).  This has 
left me questioning whether or not it is safe for me to practice in this country.

Unbelievably, in English law ‘sexual harassment’ is:

‘Sexual comments or jokes, physical behaviour, including unwelcome sexual advance, touching…’
(Williams, 2017, p.129).

Apparently in Nottingham, ‘uninvited verbal engagement’ with women is a fully-fledged hate crime.
(Williams, 2017, p.131).



Reproductive Rights... And Wrongs

Believe it or not, in our own country:

- An unmarried father can only attain parental status with the agreement of the mother. 

- Unmarried mothers cannot name the father on the birth registration certificate.

- It is a crime for a man to test whether he is the father (without the mother’s approval).  

- It is not a crime for a mother to lie about who the father is.  

US: men needing wives’ written permission to have a vasectomy. (Smith, 2013)

Men avoiding marriage as too dangerous (Smith, 2013).  

While marriage has become more valued by women it has become less wanted by men (Smith, 2013). 



The class that used to have Fathers

Even if they decided to risk fatherhood, winning or keeping a mate is harder if you cannot find a job with 
enough status.  Only 79% of British men are working, down from 92% in 1970. (Williams, 2017, p.37)

41% of mothers are single mothers!  (50% for women under 30).  So half of all boys have no father.  Single 
mothers’ stress is transmitted to sons. (US) (Zimbardo, 2011)

Fatherlessness reduces boys’ likelihood of being empathic, assertive, ambitious.  More likely to be criminal 
or suicidal.  Most prison inmates come from dad-deprived families. (Zimbardo, 2011)

Mothers give love unconditionally, fathers say ‘you have to perform’, which provides boys with extrinsic 
motivation to perform (Zimbardo, 2011)

I strongly recommend that you take time to watch The Truth about Male Privilege’ by Stephan Molyneux
(Youtube).  You will be shocked, probably to tears.   



I’m silent because I’m expendable 
(and because I’m silent you might think I’m the privileged one)

‘Men were always able to ask for help for others… but not for themselves’ (Smith, 2013). 

Men have always known they are expendable.  They have no womb, and in a world that kills most children 
the womb was always (is still) the most valuable thing to a society.  Raiding parties would kill men but 
capture and recruit females.  

Men compete, women select: males have to earn the right to reproduce.  Men are twice as likely as women 
to be childless – unselected men go extinct.  There is that much at stake for men. No wonder they’re so 
aggressively competitive.  Which helps explain why there is no ‘masculism’ movement: ‘The more men that 
commit suicide, the greater will be my chances of getting to reproduce’.

Most confrontations are started by women (quite probably for good reason, of courseJ).  ‘Why does he 
stand there saying nothing while I’m voicing my concerns?’  Its because stunned, highly-stressed silence is 
the natural male response to female anger.  So male silence on this second-sexism is not contrition.  It is 
largely intense fear.  Real men show strength by coping quietly.  Which is why real men don’t play victim 
politics.  You wouldn’t want to marry a man who is too unsure or angry about his masculinity.  He won’t be 
strong enough. 

Feminism can be seen as an expression of women’s capacity to cooperate.  The lack of a ‘masculism’ 
seems to be an expression of men’s capacity to compete.  Our very biologies are being used against us by 
the trouble-makers among us. 



Meanwhile, we seem to have other priorities – are we still fighting the last war?

The ‘Gender Studies’ 
Section in 
Waterstones, 
Nottingham 
(December 2017)

Good news:
We have a new 
religion.

Bad news:
It demonizes and 
persecutes half of 
us, and deludes 
the other half.



She’s unhappy too – even now

Why have women’s increased freedoms and privileges led to increased resentment at men? 

Paglia: 
The ideal of the grievance feminists: ‘If we can just suppress men enough, then we’ll be happy’. 
Middle-class ‘women are unhappy and don’t know why’ [despite all their freedoms and privileges], 
and ‘want to blame it on men’.  (Paglia, 2017)

Women (US) are less happy than they were in the 1970s. 

Wife-dominated marriages are the least satisfying, for both parties.

1970: women viewed men as ‘basically kind, gentle and thoughtful’.
1990: men were viewed as selfish, oppressive, sex-mad, not doing enough housework.

75% of girls are distressed with worry about the risk of getting sexually harassed.  41% of women 
expect to be discriminated against in the workplace.  (Williams, 2017)

‘Our society tells men they are worthless perverts who reek of male privilege while simultaneously 
castrating them should they act in a manly manner, and now women are upset because men are 
becoming more feminized?  You reap what you sow.’ (Smith, 2013, p.40)

Do we really want a Yin with no Yang?  



Can we let Men be Humans again?

We appreciate the benefits of diversity – but only for ‘approved’ groups.  Masculinity, the most 
obvious, common and significant type of diversity, is to be mistrusted and suppressed, not 
appreciated.  Why?  

Is making women feel comfortable more important than making everyone feel involved and valued?  

Perhaps things will change once enough grievance feminists discover that they, too, can have sons! : 
(Hoff Sommers, 2015):
‘Gaylan and Burroway discarded some common anti-male prejudices when they discovered that boys 
have their own distinctive charm.  The love and respect they shared with their sons left them 
chastened, wiser, and free of the fashionable resentments that many women harbour towards men’. 

Helena Cronin – ‘we must abandon the current orthodoxy about woman as victim, and acknowledge and 
appreciate the differences between men and women’.  

In North America, the leading cause of death in males under 50 is suicide, yet hardly anybody knows this.  
Can we really be so sure that ‘it’s a man’s world’?  



Final thought:

The first and last responsibility of those in power has always been to defend the truth.  (Women, this now includes youJ).

There can be no ‘battle of the sexes’, if you listen to your gut.  We are evolved to attract each other, not oppress each 
other: we have 4 billion years of attraction behind us.  The only meaningful battle for us is the journey of man and woman 
beyond the murderous (yes) nihilism of this post-modern, post-truth phase. Why let a few narcissistic people-haters poison 
your life, your culture and your children’s future? 

Patriarchy is not a bad thing per se.  It is just the male version of matriarchy, the male dominance/competence hierarchy.  
The male phenotype was historically able / required to extend further from the child than the female phenotype could.  No 
society has ever been seen to function without both of these institutions firmly in place, buttressed by a clear sense of the
masculine and the feminine.  Having that, plus respect for those who are motivated in other ways, are not mutually 
exclusive (MaxJ).  Baby and bath water…..  

Our clients are trying to find a way to a sense of meaningful reality.  As therapists we must therefore avoid the incongruent
denials and distortions of the fractured narratives provided by idealogues.  We can’t be open to experience yet also carry a 
pre-determined world view that seeks to judge everyone before they’ve even sat down.  Carl Rogers built his whole career 
around respect and compassion for the individual.  It is impossible to imagine him endorsing identity politics and guilt-by-
birth.  He didn’t do hate. 

If we are politicized, let it be in a wakeful manner that is based on a jealous hunger for the truth, with our actions motivated
only by compassion for the person, not on notions of group hate and a corrosive, invidious inability to see anything at 
stake but ‘power’.  Why not aim that high? 

Don’t care about anything that is not true.  Don’t tell lies about anything you care about.  



‘Masculinity is aggressive, unstable, and combustible.  It is also the most 
creative cultural force in history. But it is the patriarchal society that has freed 
me as a woman.  It is capitalism that has given me the leisure to sit at this 
desk writing this book. ’

Camille Paglia (Smith, 2013 pp.184-185)

‘The insistence that woman-made men be accepted as men is the institutional 
expression of the mistaken conviction that men are defective females’.

Germaine Greer: The Whole Woman p.81 [sexes reversed]

‘There are heroes in the seaweed, children in the morning.
They are leaning out for love, and they will lean that way forever,
While Suzanne holds the mirror’

Leonard Cohen
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